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War Against Germany

World War I

World War I was fought for two principal reasons: the land and wealth of
Germany, and the land and wealth of Russia. The land had been ordered
by God to be given to the people forever, but had been taken by the rulers.
The establishment wished to possess this land and wealth of the Tzar of
Russia, and the land and wealth of the Kaiser of Germany.

The first part, capturing the wealth of the Tzar, was realized. To prevent
the Tzar of Russia, or any member of his family from ever reclaiming this
wealth, they were shot. All of his land and property and that of his nobles,
plus that of the Russian Eastern Orthodox Church, of which he was head,
was seized. This together constituted the total land area of Russia. A prize
indeed! No wonder the world bankers were so eager to finance the
communist revolution[1].

The second reason, the attempt to seize the German land, was only
partially successful.

Germany Surrenders

Britain needed help to prosecute the war. She executed the Balfour
Agreement with world Zionists. This agreement gave the world Zionists
the land of Palestine in exchange for bringing America into the war on
the side of the allies.

The American media, from a balanced, even-handed treatment of the
news, immediately began an anti-German crusade. Like the earlier stories
of Southern soldiers bayoneting Black babies, and Boers cutting wound-
ed prisoner’s throats, stories of German soldiers walking around with
Belgian babies on their bayonets became daily fare. Books containing
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photographs of the most awful sights of bodies mutilated by shell fire
were distributed, purported to be visual proof of German atrocities.

The British fleet prevented ships from neutral countries from supplying
Germany. German submarines in turn blockaded the British Isles. At first
they stopped ships, searched them, and if contraband was discovered,
sank them. The British countered by attacking and sinking large numbers
of surfaced German submarines with heavily armed Q-ships[2]. This
made surfacing and searching for contraband impossible. Forced to
choose between abandoning the submarine blockade or attacking without
warning, Germany declared the area around Britain a war zone where it
was assumed that ships found there were there to aid the British war effort
and would be sunk without warning.

The public was agitated into virtual hysteria by media reports of each
German submarine attack and every gory detail that resulted while the
British blockade of Germany was treated as something quite proper and
natural. American companies continued to send munitions-laden ships
into the war zone around Britain. In this war zone, if they crossed the
bows of blockading submarines, they were attacked along with the rest.

That did it! War on civilians! War on defenceless women and children!
No one was safe! War! Germany was an outlaw! The media called for
war. The headlines of practically every major newspaper in the country
were fierce in denunciation of "the Hun." Few realized that it was just the
media that wanted war and it was just the media that spoke this way. Most
of the people, and most of the politicians, did not want war. It was "just
assumed" that everyone wanted war because that’s all the media talked
about, an assumption the media intended to convey.

The words of those who spoke against the war were seldom printed, and
when they were, there were also disclaimers and counter-articles to
neutralize their effect.

This was the excuse used to push aside all opposition and have America
declare war against an "outlaw nation," a nation that was said to fight
against the Laws of God.
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On the word of a false witness[3], America was launched into war with
her kinsmen, losing over 100,000 dead, and killing unknown numbers of
German kinsmen in turn. Another stumbling block had been placed
before the people.

Before World War I began, President Wilson posed as a peace mediator.
He proposed "Fourteen Points" to end the war. These included "no
territorial aggrandizement, no fault for the war, and that all participants
return to lines occupied before the war began." The plan was commented
on favourably by all the belligerents.

Germany, exhausted by four years of war, agreed to a surrender based on
Wilson’s "Fourteen Points."

The Communist Plan

The news of the armistice triggered the communist contingency plan. As
had happened earlier in Russia, the well-financed communist network in
Germany, led by the media, launched their takeover attempt. Everything
appeared to be going their way. But, they had miscalculated. While many
German sailors and soldiers joined the revolt, most didn’t. The submarine
fleet did not. The submarines quietly pointed their noses at the great
battleships at anchor that had been taken over by crews turned commu-
nist, and dared them to move. The great ships and their crews remained
quiet.

However, the red flag of revolution was up. The red revolution had been
launched - it was "1848" all over again. Germany appeared to have fallen
to the communists. The Allied politicians instructed their fleets to contin-
ue to maintain the wartime food blockade of Germany, to encourage the
desperate starving German population to fight their old rulers.

In spite of the careful planning and help from the Allies, a problem arose.
The returning German veterans were unbeaten and were intensely patri-
otic. They immediately formed into voluntary militia organizations called
Freikorps. This Freikorps militia smashed the communist military organ-
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izations led mostly by strangers. Bloody battles took place all over
Germany. This was unexpected. It upset timetables and it upset plans.

Consequences of Communism's Defeat

If Germany had been handed over to the communists according to plan,
she undoubtedly would have been permitted to remain intact, and after
having had a few thousand of her aristocrats and businessmen shot, she
would have been allowed to take her place in the family of nations as was
done with other communist countries. But, instead of having a commu-
nist government, a civil government composed of the remnants of the old
regime was formed. This was not good.

The land and wealth seized from the Kaiser now belonged to this new
German government by default, but that government was not a commu-
nist government. There was no way the wealth could be transferred to the
world usury bankers. Germany had to be kept weak so she could not
protect this prize, the prize for which the war had been fought.

Once Germany agreed to surrender under Wil-
son’s "Fourteen Points" plan and had laid down
her arms, the Allies renounced the plan and
instead forced the harsh Versailles Treaty on
Germany and Austria. Germany’s extensive
overseas colonies were taken. The German
province of Alsace-Lorraine was given to
France, Schleswig-Holstein to Denmark, the
city of Danzig and the Danzig corridor to Po-
land, West Prussia to Poland, Czechoslovakia
made into a separate country; Hungary, Roma-
nia, and Yugoslavia were seized from Austria

and made into separate nations; and other provinces were seized and
given away. Both Germany and Austria appeared broken and vanquished
for all time.

Wilson’s "Fourteen Points" called for a referendum of the peoples in-
volved. No referendum was allowed. This resulted in great misery for the
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millions of Germans placed under the rule of strangers in Yugoslavia,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia.

Inflation

The international usury banks were allowed to control the price of the
German mark. Inflated by "reparations" money demanded by the Allies,
German inflation went wild.

Foreigners flocked to Germany buying up land, houses, and businesses
for pennies from Germans who had nothing. It was like Richmond,
Charleston, Atlanta, and Johannesburg all over again.

In parts of Berlin, one out of four homes and half the businesses were
bought up.

A German economist, Dr. Hjalmar Schacht, was placed in control. He
stopped the inflation of the German mark in a single day. He forbade the
German banks to exchange marks at any other rate than that set by him.
That did it. Inflation was over. The bankers were furious.

Hitler

An anti-establishment politician came on the scene. His name was Adolf
Hitler[4]. His election campaign hammered the campaign slogan which
condemned "the thraldom of interest." The man had become a danger to
the establishment.

He instituted trade programs with South America that bypassed the
banks. Goods were exchanged for goods... a "no-no" in the usury world
where one is supposed to borrow at interest from the banks when one
trades.

He denounced the Versailles agreement as a violation of Wilson’s Four-
teen Points. He stated that the seizures of German land were illegal.
Germany took the seized properties back, and the land formerly owned
by the Kaiser in the territories taken from Germany and Austria reverted
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to the German government. He then seized the almost limitless property
that the strangers bought for almost nothing during the time of Germany’s
distress and returned it to German control.

The trigger that actually turned the establishment actively against him
was his seizing their press and turning its direction over to party function-
aries. The stranger was shut out as a voice in German affairs. For the first
time in two hundred years, Germans heard something other than estab-
lishment propaganda. People all over the world became excited.

Unhampered by the usury banks, Germany was first to bounce out of the
depression of the 1930’s. Germany’s motto was a version of the motto of
the Israeli and Japanese nations. "Germany for Germans!" This man was
intolerable.

This had come from the sale of a book he had written. It was a modest
estate even by 1945 measures. Compared with politicians who leave
million dollar estates, Adolf Hitler was honest.

The Polish media inflamed the Polish Slavs against the one and one-half
million German citizens newly acquired by terms of the Versailles Trea-
ty. "Thousands of German men, women and children were massacred in
the most horrendous fashion by press- enraged mobs. The photographs of
these massacres are too sickening to look at[5]!" Germany invaded
Poland to halt the slaughter, a fact never mentioned by establishment
media. The USSR used the German invasion as an excuse to invade
Poland also. England and France, on establishment order, ignored the
Soviet communist presence in Poland and declared war on Germany
alone. The media worked hard to justify the act. England, France, and the
USSR were all fingers of the same fist united to regain the prize that had
been wrested away from their master by the Germans.

Hitler’s Reichstag Speech

Germany quickly defeated her opponents except for Britain who refused
to make peace[6]. The next project was to use the might of the United
States to fight and defeat upstart Germany. But first, Germany had to be
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manoeuvred into firing the first shot, as was done earlier to the American
South and South Africa.

The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour on December 7, 1941 culminated
a long series of provocations, each planned to make Germany lash out
against her tormentor. To keep these incidents from the public, Hitler’s
declaration of war has been carefully omitted from establishment history
books.

The first time Hitler’s speech appeared in English, 48 years after the
event, it appeared in the Journal of Historical Review in 1989. This
speech is excerpted below. It is believed that the following is only the
second time it has appeared in English. If the West’s own infant alternate
media had been able to furnish Americans with this information earlier,
there would have been no war. Below are the American provocations as
listed by Adolph Hitler in his speech to the German Reichstag:

11 December 1941
Deputes! Men of the German Reichstag!…

After the repeated rejection of my peace proposal in 1940 by
the British Prime Minister (Churchill) ... it was clear that...
this war would have to be fought through to the end, contra-
ry to all logic and necessity.…

... a man (President Franklin Roosevelt) is one who likes to
chat nicely at the fireside while nations send their soldiers to
fight in snow and ice: this man, above all others, is the man
who is primarily responsible for this war.

When the nationality problem in the former Polish state was
growing... 62,000 ethnic Germans were killed, including
some who were horribly tortured. There is no question that
the German Reich had the right to protest against... this
situation on its border ... In geographical terms, the problems
to be resolved were not very important. Essentially they
involved Danzig and a connecting link between the torn-
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away province of East Prussia and the rest of the Reich. Of
much greater concern were the brutal persecutions of the
Germans in Poland …

We were prepared to enter negotiations with Poland ... we
made the following practical proposals:

1. ... Danzig returns immediately to the German Reich on the
basis of its purely German character and the unanimous
desire of its population.

2. ... the so-called (Polish) Corridor will decide for itself
whether it wishes to belong to Germany or to Poland …

3. ...All Germans who lived in this territory... are entitled to
vote.... Those Germans who were expelled from this territo-
ry will return to vote in the plebiscite. …

Germany and Poland agree to guarantee the rights of the
minority populations on both sides …

The former Polish government refused to respond... and, in
addition, carried out further cruelties against the Germans,...
and even ordered the general mobilization of its armed forces.

A look at the documents from the (Polish) Foreign Ministry
in Warsaw later provided the surprising explanation. They
told of the role of a man (Roosevelt) who, with diabolical
lack of principle, used all of his influence to strengthen
Poland’s resistance and to prevent any possibility of under-
standing ... These documents clearly and shockingly reveal
the extent to which one man and the powers behind him are
responsible for the Second World War.

... Why had this man developed such a fanatic hostility
against a country which in its entire history, had never
harmed either America or him? …
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In the entire history of the United States, the German Reich
has never been hostile ... toward the United States. To the
contrary, many Germans have given their lives to defend the
USA.

The German Reich has never participated in wars against the
United States, except when the United States went to war
against us in 1917 ...

... there are no territorial or political conflicts between the
American and German nations ...

It is a fact that the two historical conflicts between Germany
and the United States were stimulated by two Americans,
that is, by Presidents Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Roo-
sevelt, although each was inspired by the same forces. His-
tory has given its verdict about Wilson. His name will
always be associated with the most base betrayal of a pledge
(Wilson’s ‘Fourteen Points’) in history ...Because of this
broken pledge, which alone made the imposed Treaty of
Versailles (1919) possible, countries were torn apart, cul-
tures were destroyed and the economic life of all was ruined.
Today we know that a group of self-serving financiers stood
behind Wilson. They used this paralytic professor in order to
lead America into a war from which they hoped to profit.
The German nation once believed this man, and had to pay
for this faith with political and economic ruin …

... I understood very well that there is a world of difference
between my own outlook on life and that of President Roo-
sevelt. Roosevelt came from an extremely wealthy family[8].

By birth and origin he belonged to that class of people which
is ... assured of advancement. I myself was only the child of
a small and poor family, and I had to struggle through life by
work and effort in spite of immense hardships.
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As a member of the privileged class, Roosevelt experienced
the World War (I) in a position under Wilson’s shadow (as
assistant Sec. of the Navy). As a result, he only knew the
agreeable consequences of a conflict between nations from
which some profited while others lost their lives .…

Franklin Roosevelt took power in the United States as the
candidate of a thoroughly capitalistic party, which helps
those who serve it.... Franklin Roosevelt took control of a
country with an economy which had been ruined ... I as-
sumed the leadership of a Reich which was also on the edge
of complete ruin ... In both countries, public finances were
in chaos ... Whereas the German Reich experienced an
enormous improvement in social, economic, cultural, and
artistic life in just a few years under National Socialist
leadership, President Roosevelt was not able to bring about
even limited improvements in his own country. ... In just five
years, the economic problems were solved in Germany and
unemployment was eliminated. During this time period,
President Roosevelt enormously increased his country’s
national debt, devalued the dollar, further disrupted the
economy, and maintained the same number of unemployed.

But this is hardly remarkable when one realizes that the
intellects appointed by this man, or more accurately, who
appointed him are members of that same group who, ... are
interested only in disruption and never in order ... The New
Deal legislation of this man was spurious ... In a European
country his career would certainly have ended in front of a
national court for recklessly squandering the nation’s
wealth. And he would hardly have avoided a prison sentence
by a civil court for criminally incompetent business manage-
ment.…

The American president increasingly used his influence to
create conflicts, intensifying existing conflicts, and above
all, to keep conflicts from being resolved peacefully.…
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His actions against the German Reich in this regard have
been particularly blunt. Starting in 1937, he began a series of
speeches ... with which this man systematically incited the
American public against Germany. He threatened to estab-
lish a kind of quarantine ... As part of this steady and
growing campaign of hate and incitement ... President Roo-
sevelt ... called the American ambassador in Berlin back to
Washington.

In public he hypocritically claimed to be interested in peace
while at the same time he threatened every country... block-
ing credits, economic reprisals, calling in loans, and so
forth... He repeatedly claimed that other countries were
trying to interfere in American affairs…

On 4 November 1939 the Neutrality Act was revised and the
arms embargo was repealed in favour of a one-sided supply
(of weapons) to Germany’s adversaries …

In July 1940 Roosevelt began to take many new measures
toward war, ... permitting the service of American citizens in
the British air force and the training of British air force
personnel in the United States …

... in September 1940 ... he transferred 50 American naval
destroyers to the British fleet…

After Britain was no longer able to pay cash for American
deliveries, he imposed the Lend-Lease Act... to furnish lcnd-
lease military aid…

As early as 19 December 1939, an American cruiser within
the safety zone manoeuvred the (German) passenger liner
Columbus into the hands of a British warship. As a result, it
had to be scuttled. On the same day, US military forces
helped in an effort to capture the German merchant ship
Arauca. ... on 27 January 1940 the US cruiser Trenton
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reported the movements of the German merchant ships
Araucay La Plata and Wangnim to enemy naval forces... in
November 1940 he permitted US warships to pursue the
German merchant ships Phryga, Idarwald, and Rhein until
they finally had to scuttle themselves ... On 13 April 1941
American ships were permitted to pass freely through the
Red Sea in order to supply British armies in the Middle East.

... all German ships were confiscated by the American au-
thorities in March (1941)... German citizens were treated in
a most degrading way... Two German officers who had
escaped (to the US) from Canadian captivity were shackled
and returned ... contrary to international law.…

... President Roosevelt sent (OSS chief) Colonel Donovan ...
to the Balkans with orders to help organize an uprising
against Germany and Italy in Sofia (Bulgaria) and Bel-
grade.…

... On 26 April, Roosevelt delivered twenty PT boats to
Britain. At the same time, British naval ships were routinely
being repaired in US harbors. On 12 May, Norwegian ships
operating for Britain were armed and repaired (in the US),
contrary to international law.... on 9 June came the first
British report that a US warship, acting on orders from
President Roosevelt, had attacked a German submarine near
Greenland with depth charges.

On 14 June, German assets in the US were frozen, again in
violation of international law. On 17 June ... Roosevelt
demanded the recall of the German consulates. He also
demanded the closing down of the German Transocean’
press agency, the German Library of Information (in NY)
and the German Reichsbahn (national railway) office.…

On 10 July, Navy Secretary Knox suddenly announced the
existence of an American order to fire against Axis warships.
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On 4 September the US destroyer Greer, acting on orders,
operated together with British airplanes against German
submarines... Five days later, a German submarine identified
US destroyers as escort vessels with a British convoy.

In a speech delivered on 11 September (1941), Roosevelt at
last personally confirmed that he had given the order to fire
against all Axis ships, and he repeated the order. On 29
September, US patrols attacked a German submarine east of
Greenland with depth charges. On 17 October the US de-
stroyer Kearny, operating as an escort for the British, at-
tacked a German submarine with depth charges, and on 6
November US armed forces seized the German ship Oden-
wald in violation of international law, took it to an American
harbour, and imprisoned its crew.

I will overlook as meaningless the insulting attacks... against
me personally. That he calls me a gangster is particularly
meaningless, since this term did not originate in Europe,
where such characters are uncommon …

We know that this man ... has operated against Japan in the
same way ...This man first incites to war, and then he lies
about its causes ... he wraps himself in a cloak of Christian
hypocrisy, while at the same time slowly but very steadily
leading humanity into war. And finally ... he calls upon God
as his witness that his actions are honourable.

We know the power behind Roosevelt... Mr. Churchill and
Mr. Roosevelt declare that they want to build a new social
order ... These gentlemen ... should worry about their own
unemployed people rather than incite war. They have
enough misery and poverty in their own countries to keep
themselves busy insuring a just distribution of food there.…

Despite the years of intolerable provocations by President
Roosevelt, Germany and Italy sincerely and very patiently
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tried to prevent the expansion of this war and to maintain
relations with the United States. But as a result of his cam-
paign, these efforts have failed…

Deputies! Men of the German Reichstag!

"Ever since my peace proposal of July 1940 was rejected,
we have clearly realized that this struggle must be fought
through to the end ... We ... arc not at all surprised that the
Anglo-American ... and capitalist world is united together
with Bolshevism. In our country we have always found
them in the same community. Alone we successfully fought
against them here in Germany…

The American President and his plutocratic clique have
called us the ‘have not’ nations. That’s correct! But the
‘have nots’ also want to live, and they will certainly make
sure that what little they have to live on is not stolen from
them by the "haves." …

Our opponents should not deceive themselves. In the 2,000
years of recorded German history, our people have never
been more determined and united than today. The Lord of
the universe has been so generous to us in recent years that
we bow in gratitude before a Providence which has permit-
ted us to be members of such a great nation. We thank Him
that, along with those in earlier and coming generations of
the German nation, our deeds of honour may also be record-
ed in the eternal book of German history!"

Germany’s Formal Declaration of War Against the
United States

About two hours before Hiller gave his speech to the Reichstag (above),
Germany formally declared war against the United States when Reich
Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop delivered a diplomatic note to
the American Charg D'affaires in Berlin, Leland B. Morris. At the same
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time, a copy was presented to Ray Atherston by Hans Thomsen at the
Washington Department of State.

Following are excerpts:

The government of the United States of America, having
violated in the most flagrant manner and in ever increasing
measure all rules of neutrality (is) guilty of the most severe
provocations toward Germany…

... the President of the United States of America publicly
declared that he had ordered the American Navy and Air
Force to shoot on sight any German war vessel …

... American war vessels have systematically attacked Ger-
man naval forces since early September 1941... The Amer-
ican Secretary of the Navy ... confirmed that the American
destroyers attacked German Submarines.…

... naval forces of the United States ... have treated and
seized German merchant ships on the high seas as enemy
ships.

The German government therefore establishes the follow-
ing facts: Although Germany on her part has strictly ad-
hered to the rules of international law in her relations with
the United States of America during every period of the
present war, the government of the United States of Ameri-
ca from initial violations of neutrality has finally proceeded
to open acts of war against Germany. It has thereby virtual-
ly created a state of war.

The government of the Reich consequently breaks off dip-
lomatic relations with the United States of America and
declares that in these circumstances brought about by Pres-
ident Roosevelt, Germany too, as from today, considers
herself as being in a state of war with the United States of
America.
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It had begun.

The War

Germany had three special things that set it apart from the other combat-
ants in WW II.

The first was a code of conduct. It was similar to the one issued by
General Robert E. Lee, and President Kruger of South Africa. But this
code went even further. Not only was it issued in general orders but it was
issued to each individual German soldier and had to be in his possession
at all times. It is the sort of thing one would expect from the descendants
of the Teutonic Knights.

Code of the German Soldier

German soldiers carried a paybook at all times for identification. In each
was posted the following:

1. The German soldier fights chivalrously for the victory of
his people. Atrocities and needless destruction are unwor-
thy of him.

2. Combatants must wear uniforms or be distinguishable by
special insignia clearly visible from a distance. Waging war
in civilian clothes without such insignia is forbidden.

3. No enemy who surrenders may be killed, even if he is a
guerrilla or a spy. These will be punished by lawful courts.

4. Prisoners of war may not be mistreated or insulted.
Weapons, maps and sketches are to be confiscated from
them. No other possessions may be taken from them.

5. Dum-dum bullets are forbidden, nor are they to be impro-
vised from standard ammunition.
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6. The Red Cross is inviolable. Wounded enemies arc to be
treated humanely. Medical personnel and chaplains may
not be hindered in their medical or spiritual work.

7. The civilian population is inviolable. Soldiers may not
plunder or carry out wanton destruction. Historical monu-
ments and buildings which are devoted to religious servic-
es, art, scholarship, or charity, deserve particular respect.
Payments in kind or labor may be demanded from civilians
only on orders from superiors and must be compensated.

8. Neutral territory may neither be entered or flown over
nor may it be involved in combat through weapons fire.

9. If a German soldier is captured, he must give his name
and rank when asked them. Under no circumstances may he
speak regarding his unit and regarding military, political,
and economic conditions on the German side. He must not
allow himself to be induced to make such statements cither
by threats or promises.

10. Violations of the above military order arc
punishable[9]. Offences by the enemy against rules 1-8 arc
to be reported. Measures in reprisal are permitted only on
the order of higher staff[10].

This code exemplifies the code of the Christian soldier extolled earlier in
both the Confederate and South African armies. These noble ideals were
not matched by any of her opponents.

Germany made a fatal error in assuming that because some of the coun-
tries she was fighting were composed of Christians, that she was fighting
Christian nations. Nothing was further from the truth. She was not
fighting Christian nations, she was fighting nations inhabited by Chris-
tians who had been conquered. Their armies were the drafted armies that
conquered peoples are forced to contribute to, just as Attila the Hun
forced conquered German tribes to supply soldiers for his armies to fight
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other Germans. These conquered nations, as agents of the establishment,
followed establishment law - not Christian Law.

One does not fight the lawless with Lawful Christian rules in the Chris-
tian manner. One is even forbidden[11] to tell the stranger of the Chris-
tian rules to keep them from using them against Christians. One must
know the rules of the lawless and fight them by their own rules, while
retaining Christian rules for dealings with Christians.

In the War Between The States, Col. Ulric Dahlgren led a mounted storm
troop on a lightning raid to Richmond. The announced objective was to
free Union prisoners held there and capture the Confederate government.
Dalhgren had the misfortune of running into the Little Boy Blues outside
of Richmond, who cut his command to pieces. The remainder of his
command was decimated a few miles on by the Prince William boys and
old men’s militia. On Dahlgrcn’s body were found his orders... “once in
the city, it must be destroyed and Jeff Davis and cabinet killed[12]."

These orders shocked the finders. They were published in the southern
papers. It shocked the North as well as the South. The discovery of the
orders and the real objective of the raid alarmed the Union General
Meade who quickly assured the Confederate authorities the U.S. govern-
ment did not sanction that kind of warfare. Foolishly, the South believed
his denial. She wanted to believe that Dalhgrcn was one of a kind, an
aberration ... that there were no Shermans and Sheridans and Grants
waiting in the wings to repeat his acts.

Those orders were not an aberration. Dahlgren’s orders were the real
thing. They were policy. The burning, starvation and prisoner brutality in
that war was policy.

The Valley, Atlanta, Charleston, and Richmond burnings and the burn-
ings of countless other towns and cities proved it. The denials were also
policy. The fact was, if the Confederates fought to the end they would be
burned and terrorized. If they did not fight and meekly submitted, they
would be burned and terrorized. If they resisted, Blacks would rule them.
If they submitted, Blacks would rule them. As long as their opponents
were in power, they were marked for destruction.
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If they could have known that it was glorious but useless to grab a musket
and rush to the front to fight countless hired foes, with an almost certain
chance of death.

They would certainly have tempered their outpouring of selfless patriot-
ism with prudence. Westerners are students. History shows that they
study and learn from their mistakes. Recent history shows that certain of
them have already changed their tactics. They have learned that their
fathers might have achieved far more success if, instead of impetuously
grabbing rifles and pistols and charging off to meet hordes of invading
hirelings, they had instead donned suits, picked up brief cases, and
quietly travelled to the city to seek gainful employment. Their active duty
would have begun when they observed violations of their General’s
instructions[13]. When no violators were left, the war would be over and
warriors could come home to wives and children. While away on de-
tached duty, each was governed by, and judged by their Leader’s standing
orders. His Law judged everyone.

Events have shown that the Germans made the mistake that was made by
the Boers and the Southern Confederates before them. They fought the
hirelings instead of their masters who sent them. Their Viking ancestors,
in their roving days, would have instantly declared such wars noble but
unprofitable, and would have immediately gone after more vulnerable
game. Still, names like Rommel and Galland[14] stir the souls of Viking
sons.

Heroes and Accomplishments

The German people of World War II had heroes every bit as great as the
South’s Major John Pelham, of Stuart’s Horse Artillery, and Captain
Danne Theron, the great Boer scout.

One such was the German air force’s Erich Hartmann. A fighter pilot
becomes an ace by shooting down five enemy aircraft. Hartmann shot
down 352. Hans Ulrich Rudel, in his obsolete Junkers 87 dive bomber,
destroyed a Soviet battleship, 500 tanks, and shot down 11 enemy air-
craft. Young SS anti-tank gunner, SS- Unterscharfuehrer Remi Schrynen,
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alone at his gun, destroyed 11 Stalin tanks in one day before his gun was
destroyed and he was severely wounded[15]. There were many others.

The South had military leaders such as Jackson and Forrest, South Africa
had de Wet and Louis Botha. Germany had her Guderian and her Rom-
mel. Like the South and South Africa, Germany, too, was heavily out-
numbered and the odds grew progressively greater as the establishment
levied on her conquered peoples to bring up their battalions.

The SS

The third German accomplishment was the formation of an international
force of volunteers to fight communism - the SS. That such an organiza-
tion ever existed has so frightened the establishment, that the public in the
West has been told almost nothing about it.

Those other than Germans are able to speak on the subject of the SS while
the Germans are still forbidden to do so. One such observer says:

"The greatest triumph of the Waffen-SS was not on the field of battle. It
was in its policy of recruiting non-German volunteers, not as hired
mercenaries, but as co-fighters for a European ideal[16]."

Another American writes:

"... a unique international armed force stood its ground against a barba-
rous foe. They were soldiers of the Waffcn-SS, the elite assault force of
the German Army, yet on their sleeves they bore the colours of Denmark
and Norway, Sweden and Finland, Holland and Belgium, Flanders and
Estonia.... They spoke different languages but they shared a common
commitment: a love of their continent and a hatred of communism and
international capitalism. Motivated by the call of conscience, they chose,
voluntarily, to do battle against these predatory enemies[17].

Leon Degrelle, a Belgian who fought in 75 hand to hand combats, the
commander of the 28th SS Volunteer Panzer Grenadier Division "Wallo-
nien" and bearer of the Oak Leaves to the Knight’s Cross of the Iron
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Cross writes:[18] "It is now 30 years since we fought side by side ...
German comrades, comrades from Holland, Flanders, Denmark, Norway,
the Baltic and we, the French-speaking Germanic Wallonian comrades.
We gave our blood - thousands among us gave their lives - in the service
of a great cause. In this bloody battle we fought for the true Europe, the
Europe of 2,000 years of culture.…

" ... I believe that our Europe was the true Europe. ... Our Europe was the
Europe of high ideals and beliefs, held as a common bond.... Our Europe
was a Europe ... all encompassing and large, from the end of the steppes
to the Atlantic, supported by an immense healthy force, the force of the
Waffen-SS; youth from 28 European countries …

"This Europe had a soul, a meaning, it possessed then the only real,
effective unity... Sooner or later, this strong, idealistic Europe, as opposed
to the Europe of the small- time politicians and manipulators, will be-
come a reality. We believe ... we have proven by our actions... and in the
whole period of the great struggles of the Eastern Front, that some of the
credit belongs to us!"

In his book Epic, Degrelle continues:

"It is hard to imagine that from a total of one million SS, 352,000 were
killed in action with 50,000 more missing. It is a grim figure! ... Half of
all division commanders were killed in action. Half! There is not an army
in the world where this happened.[19] The SS officer always led his
troops to battle. I was engaged in 75 hand-to-hand combats because as an
SS officer I had to be the first to meet the enemy.…

"After breaking out of Tcherkassy’s siege I talked with all my soldiers
one-by-one,... two of my soldiers suddenly pulled their identity cards
from the Belgian Resistance Movement. They had been sent to kill me.
At the front line, it is very simple to shoot someone in the back. But the
... SS officers could expect loyalty of their men by their example. The life
expectancy of an SS officer at the front was three months … "German
racialism has been deliberately distorted. It never was an anti-‘other race*
racialism. It was a pro-German racialism. It was concerned with making
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the German race strong and healthy in every way. ... Today one finds
rampant alcohol and drug addiction everywhere. ... National Socialist
racialism was not against the other races, it was for its own race. It aimed
at defending and improving its race, and wished that all other races did
the same for themselves.…

"That was demonstrated when the Waffen SS enlarged its ranks to
include 60,000 Islamic SS. The Waffen SS respected their way of life,
their customs, and their religious beliefs. Each Islamic SS battalion had
an imam, each company had a mullah. ... National Socialist racialism was
loyal to the German race and totally respected all other races.

"At this point, one hears: ‘what about the anti-Jewish racism?’ One can
answer: ‘What about Jewish anti-Genlilism?’

"It has been the misfortune of the Jewish race that never could they get
on with any other race. It is an unusual historical fact and phenomenon.
When one studies the history - and I say this without any passion - of the
Jewish people, their evolution across the centuries, one observes that
always, at all times, and at all places, they were hated. They were hated
in ancient Egypt, they were hated in ancient Greece, they were hated in
Roman times to such a degree that 3,000 of them were deported to
Sardinia. It was the first Jewish deportation.

They were hated in Spain, in France, in England (they were banned from
England for centuries), and in Germany. The conscientious Jewish author
Lazare wrote a very interesting book on Anti-Semitism, where he asked
himself: ‘We Jews should ask ourselves a question: why are we always
hated everywhere? It is not because of our persecutors, all of different
times and places. It is because there is something within us that is very
un-likeable.’ What’s un-likeable is that the Jews have always wanted to
live as a privileged class divinely-chosen and beyond scrutiny. This
attitude has made them un-likeable everywhere. The Jewish race is
therefore a unique case. Hitler had no intention of destroying it. He
wanted the Jews to find their own identity in their own environment, but
not to the detriment to others. The fight - if we can call it that - of National
Socialism against the Jews was purely limited to one objective: that the
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Jews leave Germany in peace. It was planned to give them a country of
their own, outside Germany.... plans were dropped when the and U.S.
entered the war. In the meanwhile, Hitler thought of letting the Jews live
in their own traditional ghettos.

They would have their own organizations, they would run their own
affairs and live the way they wanted to live. They had their own police,
their own tramways, their own flag, their own factories which, incidental-
ly, were built by the German government. As far as other races were
concerned, they were all welcomed in Germany as guests, but not as
privileged occupants. …

"... the European SS, as much as they admired Hitler and the German
people, did not want to become Germans. They were men of their own
people and Europe was the gathering of the various people of Europe.
European unity was to be achieved through harmony, not domination of
one over the others.…

"Compare these aims, these ideals with the 'Allies.' The Roosevelts, the
Churchills sold Europe out in Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam. They cravenly
capitulated to the Soviets. They delivered half of the European continent
to Communist slavery. They let the rest of Europe disintegrate morally,
without any ideal to sustain it. The SS knew what they wanted: the
Europe of ideals was the salvation for all.…

"The nearer Germany was to defeat the more volunteers arrived at the
front.... eight days before the final defeat I saw hundreds of young men
join the SS on the front. Right to the end they knew they had to do the
impossible to stop the enemy.…

"If the Waffen SS had not existed, Europe would have been overrun
entirely by the Soviets by 1944. They would have reached Paris long
before the Americans.... Without SS resistance the Soviets would have
been in Normandy before Eisenhower. ... Not since the great religious
orders of the middle ages had there been such selfless idealism and
heroism. In this century’s materialism, the SS stands out as a shining light
of spirituality.…
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"The curtain of silence fell on the Waffen SS after the war but now more
and more young people somehow know of its existence, of its achieve-
ments. The fame is growing and the young demand to know more. In one
hundred years almost everything will be forgotten, but the greatness and
heroism of the Waffen SS will be remembered. It is the reward of an
epic[20].

"Not long ago, a visiting Belgian journalist asked him if he had any
regrets about the war years. Leon Degrelle thought for a moment, and
then gave his reply: ‘Only that we lost[21]!’"

Atrocities Against Christian Germany

The same acts repeated again and again against the South, South Africa,
and then against Germany, show evidence of the skill and cunning of a
Genghis Khan. The same Lawless genius, using the same Lawless tactics
to produce the same Lawless result - almost to the last minute detail.

Just as Southern and South African cities, towns, and plantations were
systematically raped, looted and destroyed; their civilian populations
molested, brutalized, and starved, so the same happened to German cities,
towns, and countryside which were wantonly destroyed, and their women
and children systematically raped, molested, brutalized, and starved.

The Southern Confederates, the Boers, and the Germans all directed
Christian prohibitions to their soldiers forbidding mistreatment of enemy
and civilian personnel. There are cases of violators being shot as exam-
ples. Thus far the author can discover no such restraint placed on estab-
lishment minions.

There seems to have been no United States policy to execute military
personnel for either rape or looting in the War Between The States. My
investigation has thus far uncovered only one incident of two British
soldiers being shot for their massacre of unarmed Boer prisoners, and this
was done at the end of the war to make the British look believable in the
eyes of Boer fighters in the field.
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In the case of the Allied invasion of Germany, no executions of rapists
and looters can be discovered in any of the allied armies. On the contrary,
the media of the allied nations encouraged looting. The Soviet radio told
their victorious soldiers to "take the German women and break their racial
pride." Here in Lynchburg there was handsome silver flatware on display
in a store window said to have belonged to a prominent German leader.
Rape of German Women

Following arc some quotes of treatment of German women compiled by
Dr. Austin J. App[22], Lord’s Covenant Church, Box 30000, Phoenix
Arizona 85046 at the end of World War II.

"‘Berlin ... a city without men. Out of the civilian population of about
2,700,000... roughly 2,000,000 were women... Doctors were besieged by
patients seeking information about the quickest way to commit suicide,
and poison was in great demand.... waves of Soviet soldiers went wild.
Rape, plunder, and suicide became commonplace. Soldiers entered the
Haus Dahlem, an orphanage, maternity hospital, and foundling home,
and repeatedly raped pregnant women and those who had recently given
birth. All told, the number of rape victims in Berlin - ranging from
women of 70 to little girls of ten - will never be known …[23]

"In Danzig, March 24, 1945, a 50 year old Danzig teacher reported that
the preceding day her niece, 15, was raped seven times, her other niece,
22, fifteen times. A Russian officer told the women to seek safety in the
Cathedral. After they were securely in,... (the Soviets) entered and,
playing the organ and ringing the bells, kept up a foul orgy through the
night, raping all the women, some more than thirty times[24].

"In Vienna alone they raped 100,000 women ... girls not yet in their teens,
and aged women!’[25] …

"John Dos Passos (Life, Jan. 7,1946, p. 23) quotes a ‘red faced major’ as
saying, ‘Lust, liquor and loot are the soldier’s pay.’ A serviceman writes,
‘Many a sane American family would recoil in horror if they knew how
‘Our Boys’ conduct themselves with such complete callousness in human
relationships over here (Time, Nov. 12, 1945).
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"An army sergeant writes, ‘our own army and the British army along with
ours have done their share of looting and raping ... This offensive attitude
among our troops is not at all general, but the percentage is large enough
to have given our army a pretty black name, and we too are considered an
army of rapists (Time, Sep 17,1945).’ ..."

Reconstruction Of Germany

The German occupation followed the same plan as the conquest and
occupation of the American South.

Soldiers were stationed in strategic spots to squelch dissent. Germans
who had taken part in the war were considered questionable (All South-
erners had been considered questionable after the war). They had to go
before de-Nazification tribunals, were forbidden to vote, hold office, get
a job without a conqueror’s signature on a release form, and great
numbers spent years before being released from prisons.

Collaborators (carpetbaggers) were put into office to facilitate the siphon-
ing of German wealth to those favoured by the establishment. Some
placed in high German office have, almost a half-century after the event,
boasted of being secret strangers.

German money became almost worthless. The victors had the money
monopoly. The carpetbaggers voted heavy taxes on a people who had no
money with which to pay to force tax defaults. The expected happened as
it had happened earlier in the South - tax defaults swept German property
wholesale into establishment coffers.

German property taken over by aliens in the 1930’s depression following
World War I had been taken back by Hitler’s government. This property
was again returned to the establishment with interest. As is true in the
South and South Africa today, almost nothing German that has value is
now owned by Germans. Also, as in the South and South Africa, the
media keeps the lid of indignation from boiling over by constantly
accusing Southerners, South Africans, and Germans of being "bad."
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Large sectors of German industry were disassembled by the victors and
taken to other lands leaving the Germans no way to make a living.
Starvation became common. German soldiers were kept as prisoners for
years after the war ended to deprive the German women of their own
men. The foreign garrisons, many of them Asians and Africans, were
supplied with food for gifts that they made available to the starving
German women.

"Our government, along with the Russian and the British, has so stifled
German trade, industry, and agriculture that one can almost assert that the
only German mothers who can keep their young children alive arc those
who themselves or whose sisters become mistresses of our occupying
troops. By our official admission we have brought Germany down to a
daily food level of from 700 to 1500 calories, which is less than an
American breakfast, and which leads to sure gradual death."

"The American provost marshal, Lt. Col. Gerald F. Beane, said that rape
presents no problem to the military police because ‘a bit of food, a bar of
chocolate, or a bar of soap seems to make rape unnecessary.’ Think that
over if you want to understand what the situation is in Germany." (The
Christian Century, Dec. 5, 1945).

Andersonville Prison / Buchenwald

When Union forces entered Andersonville Prison in Georgia, they found
thousands of Union prisoners in an advanced state of malnutrition. Their
ribs were sticking out and their arms and legs were like pipe stems.
Conditions were deplorable. Disease, dysentery, stench, and death were
everywhere.

Accompanying the Union army were flocks of war correspondents.
Photographers had a field day taking pictures of the miserable wretches -
victims of the evil slave-owning Southerners. The Encyclopaedia Britan-
nia, 11th edition, "Andersonville" says:

"The terrible conditions obtaining there were due to the lack of food
supplies in the Confederate States ... and the refusal of the Federal
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authorities in 1864 to make exchanges of prisoners, thus filling the
stockade with unlooked-for numbers. After the war Henry Wirz, the
superintendent, was tried by a court-martial, and... was hanged, and the
revelation of the sufferings of the prisoners was one of the factors that
shaped public opinion regarding the South in the Northern states, after the
close of the Civil War."

Here you have it - Southern atrocities. The one accused of being the worst
offender, the prison superintendent, was hanged. Trial for war crimes was
thus justified and implemented by the victors. A new age had arrived.

Then, week after week, month after month, year after year - the endless
display of pictures and reams of copy to whip up sentiment against
slave-owning Southerners. The writers pointed to the fact that one man
was caught red-handed, was convicted, and hanged after a "fair trial." The
South was pictured as being guilty! Every Southerner was individually
and collectively guilty!.

None of the media writers asked why 26,000 Southern prisoners died in
Northern POW camps while only 22,000 Northerners died in Southern
POW camps. There were many more Northern prisoners in the South
than Southern prisoners in the North. The unmentioned fact was that the
death rate per thousand was much lower in the South.

There were no calls for war crimes trials for Northern prison superintend-
ents. There were no calls for trials for those responsible for putting brutal
Blacks to guard the Southern prisoners. There were no charges brought
against the man who stopped the POW exchange in 1864 causing the
Andersonville overcrowding. None of this was commented on because
prisoners and prison deaths were only incidental. They were being used
to whip up Northern public support for the establishment’s Reconstruc-
tion seizure of the remaining Southern wealth.

During World War II, the British and Soviets developed a very successful
campaign of training and arming civilians behind German lines so that
they could attack German military and civilian personnel. Instructors and
weapons were dropped from aircraft almost nightly. The SS General
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Reinhard Heydrich, National Socialist chief of security was one of those
killed by these partisans in Czechoslovakia. It is estimated that as many
as 50,000 German soldiers were killed by this partisan campaign. Some
of these soldiers were tortured to death in the most dreadful manner.
Since the Americans and British did not provide uniforms for these
guerrillas they could not be distinguished from the general population.
The only effective defensive measure the Germans had was to take men
of military age living in these hostile districts and confine them in
concentration camps. It was either that or have them shot.

The allied encouragement of this guerrilla warfare was the reason for the
large numbers in concentration camps. Forcing the Germans to establish
these large camps also forced them to take from their own slender
resources to feed the inmates which put a strain on their already overex-
tended means.

I remember talking to a classmate in the dormitory at Hampden-Sydney
College one Sunday afternoon. He had been a fighter pilot in Europe and
told us his experiences. He related the times he had machine-gunned Red
Cross trains. It was exciting to see the boilers blow up. He had personally
destroyed three. I questioned the propriety of attacking mercy trains
bearing the Red Cross symbol. He replied that American intelligence had
told him that the Germans were using the Red Cross trains to transport
troops and supplies and he was sure that that was what they were doing.
If there had actually been food in those three trains, the food certainly did
not reach its destination.

Andersonville in Georgia was built to hold prisoners. It was forced to
hold too many prisoners because of Abraham Lincoln’s non-exchange
policy. The prisoners got the same rations as the Southern soldiers. They
died en masse, because of disease, overcrowding, and the destruction of
the food transport system by Sherman.

The German prisons were initially established to hold criminals and
pre-war anti-German types[26]. These camps were not designed to hold
the great masses that were ultimately sent there because of the Allied
policy of promoting civil insurrection behind German lines. Once there
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they received the same rations as the German population, but diseases
such as typhus, aggravated by overcrowding, and the prevention of the
allocated food supply from arriving because of air attack caused malnu-
trition and a high death rate in the closing months of the war.

Still, the total deaths in all the German prisons are believed to be only a
fraction of those that took place in allied prisons. Everyone is familiar
with Solzhenitsyn’s book. Tens of thousands of Germans arrived in
Soviet prisons. In some of the camps, they died almost to a man. Of
one-third million German prisoners taken at Stalingrad, only eight thou-
sand returned home after the war.

Similar conditions existed in the west. Additional information recently
came to light. On page xii of the book Other Losses it is stated that
between the years 1947 and 1952 the Germans determined that over
1,700,000 of their soldiers who were alive at the war’s end, never
returned home[27].

In the foreword of this book, Dr. Ernest F. Fisher, Jr., Col. U.S. Army
(ret), charged that starting in April 1945 the United States and the French
armies annihilated about one million German POWs, most of them in
American camps. He went on to say that Eisenhower’s hatred of the
Germans produced death camps unequalled in horror by anything in
American military history. He went on to illustrate the magnitude of this
horror by pointing out that these deaths surpassed by far all the deaths
incurred by the German Army in the West between June 1941 and April
1945[28]."

The book reveals that General Eisenhower ordered that available food
and shelter for these camps be deliberately withheld from the five million
German POWs flooding his POW camps at the end of World War II. As
a result of the deliberate exposure, medical neglect, and starvation,
almost a million of these German POWs died. These shocking charges
seem to have broken a dam of silence as a flood of German ex-POWs
have since stepped forward to substantiate the charges with their first-
hand accounts. It is documented in Other Losses that food for the Ger-
mans was available in abundant quantity but permission to distribute it
was denied.
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The British brought the charge of Boer brutality as an excuse to answer
the criticism resulting from the British scorched-earth policy in South
Africa and the deaths of tens of thousands of Boer women and children
in their concentration camps. The media told the world that the Boers
were the criminals. They charged that the Boer's mistreated and tortured
the Blacks and the captured British soldiers.

This media offensive was the reason the British soldiers acted harshly
toward Boer soldiers who had the misfortune to fall into their hands. The
British people could not bring themselves to believe that the establish-
ment was using them as it used the Boers who were supposed to be their
enemies. The media also used the Boer atrocity stories to direct attention
from the establishment’s seizure of the South African Gold mines, which
was the main objective of the Boer War.

Most of these atrocity stories, printed without place names, could fit any
locality in which the establishment media chooses to operate. They all
read alike. The pictures of sick, emaciated British prisoners in South
Africa look like pictures of sick, emaciated Andersonville prisoners
which look like sick, emaciated Auschwitz prisoners. Mix the pictures
and they are indistinguishable. Even the accompanying stories appear
almost verbatim.

Manufactured German Atrocities

Everyone has heard of the German massacre of American soldiers at
Malmedy during the Battle of the Bulge. The media make sure no one
forgets. Seventy-two Americans died while 30 escaped.

The establishment says that it was cold-blooded and planned. Thus far,
70 Germans have been implicated. The Germans say that in the heat of
battle, one group of Germans captured the Americans and another Ger-
man group came upon them suddenly, and thinking that the Americans
were armed, opened fire. They say this accounts for the 30 survivors
being able to escape. In the South, General Forrest stormed Fort Pillow
which was defended by Blacks under White officers. The Blacks surren-
dered. After laying down their arms they picked up their weapons again
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and began fighting once more. This occurred several times and Black
casualties were higher because of this than in other of Forrest’s many
captures.

The event was blown up and billed by establishment media as "The Fort
Pillow Massacre" and used to inflame Northern soldiers against South-
erners. After the war they used it to excuse the excesses of Black occupa-
tion soldiers. To this day they call it "The Fort Pillow Massacre.”
Educated Southerners arc familiar with establishment stories, this one in
particular.

Scenes like the shooting of Captain Hanse McNeil, leader of McNeil's
Raiders, are ignored. After being captured in Southwest Virginia, McNeil
was laughingly told by his Union captors that they would give him a
chance - he could run for it. He fell in a hail of pistol shots before he had
taken a dozen steps. Such was the fate of Confederate soldiers falling into
the hands of media-enraged Federals in the later stages of the war. Then
there arc establishment censored stories that no one knows about.

When the Americans rode up to Dachau prison, Andersonville-type
sights greeted them. The commander of the American force had the
German garrison of 580 German doctors, nurses, and guards rounded up,
lined up, and machine gunned. I saw the training films of the event while
serving in the 116th Regiment of the 29th division[29]. The barrel of the
machine gun swivelled from left to right. Those hit would topple one after
another like little rag dolls. Most atrocities of this sort have been exten-
sively photographed, if you can get to see the film.

Many of those German guards were fifteen, sixteen, and seventeen-
year-old kids who had to serve as prison guards because they, were too
young to serve at the front. The excuse still used today is that the
massacre was in retaliation for the camp being used as a mass extermina-
tion centre to gas millions of prisoners. Needless to say, no charges have
ever been filed against the American group commander for machine-
gunning prisoners of war. Now, even the excuse that the Dachau camp
was a mass extermination camp where victims were gassed has been
proven a lie. But, the Andersonvillc-type pictures still continue to be used
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by the anti-White media to prove guilt. This is possible because the
liberating force knew what they would find in a camp that size and made
sure that the same type of media writers that accompanied Union forces
to Andcrsonville accompanied the army to Dachau. Their purpose was
the same: to prepare the Western world to accept the German reconstruc-
tion soon to come as it earlier prepared the North to accept Southern
reconstruction. Their pictures of piles of dead bodies and walking human
skeletons accompanied by reams of newspaper and TV copy will remain
daily fare as long as the German Reconstruction continues.

In Georgia, the conquering Union army brutalized Andersonville’s super-
intendent, Henry Wirz, to get him to say what they wanted him to say
before they tried and hanged him as a much publicized war criminal. The
British captured Rudolf Hoess, commandant of the Auschwitz prison. He
was given the Wirz treatment by the British, had a confession placed
before him to sign, and he signed it. The confession stated that he had
personally witnessed the mass extermination of camp inmates by gassing.
Then, like Wirz, he was executed.

Based on the Hoess confession, and other questionable eyewitnesses to
gassings who got German reparations for their signed statements, many,
many Germans have been executed. It has been only in 1989 that the
whole matter of mass gas extermination has finally been laid to rest, the
eyewitnesses proved liars, and the Hoess confession a fraud. It was the
The Leuchter Report that drove the last nail[10]. Fred A. Leuchter is the
world’s leading expert in gas chamber design, construction, and mainte-
nance. He has no equal anywhere in the world.

The German gas extermination story was first promoted to divert atten-
tion from German reconstruction. Unable to produce evidence supporting
gas chambers in West Germany, the media then claimed it all happened
in East Germany and Poland - areas under communist control where the
existence of gas chambers was thought to be impervious to Western
verification.
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Leuchter Report Debunks Gas Chambers

Leuchter (left) took a team of experts into Poland,
went to the so- called extermination camps, took
samples from the so-called death chambers, video-
taped the whole operation, returned to the US and
had the samples analysed. These were his findings:

"Promoting these facilities as being capable of
effecting mass, multiple or even singular execu-
tions is both ludicrous and insulting to every indi-
vidual on this planet. Further, those who do
promote this untruth are negligent and irresponsi-
ble for not investigating these facilities earlier and

ascertaining the truth before indoctrinating the world with what may have
become the greatest propaganda ploy in history[31].

"Forensic samples were taken from the visited sites ... A detailed analysis
of the thirty-two samples taken at the Auschwitz-Birkenau complexes
showed ... no significant cyanide traces. This would be impossible if
these sites were exposed to hydrogen cyanide gas ... Thus, chemical
analysis further supports the fact that these facilities were never utilized
as gas execution facilities …

"After a thorough examination of the alleged execution facilities in
Poland and their associated crematories, the only conclusion that can be
arrived at by a rational, responsible person is the absurdity of the notion
that any of these facilities were ever capable of, or were utilized as,
execution gas chambers[32]."

The Wirz show-trial was used as "proof that the South was guilty. If
someone tried to defend the South, he would be answered with a single
word - "Andersonvillc." Southern guilt was based on Andersonville and
was beyond discussion. "Andersonville" was a conversation stopper.
"Auschwitz" has been used in the same way - until now. The tragic thing
is that German Christians have been hanged by the establishment because
the media wrote stories based on non-existing evidence based on un-
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truths, and these stories have persuaded Christians worldwide to stand
aside and let them do it.

This entire episode is another part of the German Reconstruction that
must be investigated. However, like the Southern and South African
Reconstructions, it will be a long time coming, and as long as the
establishment’s media rule, it is doubtful if anything will be done to
correct past excesses.

Civilian Deaths In Dresden

Germans consider the carpet bombing of German cities as one of the
greatest evils to befall their land. Scripture prohibits the cutting of a fruit
tree, setting a land on Tire, or mistreatment of an enemy[33], but the air
raids against civilian targets were many times worse. Two thousand
planes would rain incendiary bombs on a single city, carpeting it from
end to end and giving it over to the flames. Civilian casualties were
enormous. The attack on Dresden, though only one of many such raids,
was the crowning blow.

The historic old city of Dresden is noted for its delicate porcelain. It was
an open city, a city with no guns, no defences. It manufactured no war
material and had no strategic value. This open city was used as a crowded
collection point for women and children refugees fleeing the Soviet
hordes. The presence of hundreds of thousands of refugees tempted a
saturation bombing effort - a type of aerial bombardment that prevents
escape.

Thousands of American bombers roared over the city all day, hour after
hour, dropping uncountable numbers of incendiary bombs. Thousands of
British bombers did the same all night. There was no respite. There was
no escape for the women and children. The first raid drove them deep into
the shelters and the continuing bombings kept them from emerging.
Non-stop day and night bombing built super-hot fires all over the city.
The fires would not allow survivors to emerge above ground without
being roasted. The fires continued to build in intensity until they used up
the available oxygen supply and thousands suffocated underground.
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Later, many of the bombing crews flying over the city vomited from the
sickening smell of roasting human flesh that was wafted high into the air.
I talked to a rescuer who entered one of the underground bomb shelters
several days after the raids when things had cooled. There were hundreds
of women and children sitting quietly in the dark. All dead. It was like a
wax museum. There were thousands of shelters like that one. Estimates
of the deaths from this one single raid against civilians run all the way to
three-quarters of a million. Some higher. Most were women and children.

No military excuse[34]could be offered for the bombing of Dresden, and
to date no one has attempted to do so.

When the establishment earlier burned Atlanta, Charleston, Richmond,
Cassville, Georgia and Belfontein, Alabama and the South African towns
and farms, the civilians were permitted to escape to starve elsewhere. But
the establishment then was not as bold as it is today.

Deaths From German Dislocation

The single event producing the largest number of civilian deaths in
Germany was the same thing that caused the largest number of civilian
deaths in the South and in South Africa. It was civilian displacement. In
the German case, millions of Germans were uprooted from ancestral
homes of a thousand years and forced to flee to the West without food,
clothing, or shelter. Perhaps as many as three million died in this German
Diaspora. Some place the number of civilian dead at four million.

A German living in California told me this story. He was a young boy of
eleven at the time and had been in the woods for several days with his
grandfather gathering wood. When they emerged the land was vacant. No
one could be seen. There was no one on the streets nor in the homes of
any of the neighbours. The grandfather was old and told the boy to leave
him and go cross country to the West by himself. Travelling at dusk and
early morning for about ten days, he at last reached kinsmen in Austria.
He said the trip was ghostly. Going through villages, his steps and his
calls would echo back to him. There was nothing living: not a chicken,
not a barking dog. He could hear Soviet tanks and trucks sometimes on
distant roads, but that was all.
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War Crimes Trials

The entire Boer armed forces in the field were outlawed by the British in
the latter stages of the war. They were to be treated as criminals if they
had not surrendered by a date set by the British commander. If they killed
a British soldier in combat, they were to be tried and hanged. The Boers
held more prisoners than the British so the British had to revise their
demands to persuade the Boers to return to their blackened home sites. If
the Boers had not held hostages and been ready to retaliate, the British
would have doubtless enforced their intent.

After the war against the Southern Confederacy, President Jefferson
Davis was captured, brutalized by his guards, and thrust into a cell dug
into the damp earthen bank of Fortress Monroe to await trial. He almost
died from brutal treatment, bad food, cold, and medical neglect. The
media cried the whole while for the blood of all Southern leaders and
generals including General Lee.

Davis was not brought to trial, not because his captors feared that his
mistreatment would be made known, but because of the Constitutional
illegality of what had been done to the Southland. At that time, it was
entirely possible that the courts would declare illegal the act of the
Republicans in invading the South and freeing the slaves, with or without
compensation.

Hitler sent Rudolf Hess, his deputy, to Scotland to try to arrange peace
between the two nations. Hess was rewarded with a lifetime in prison that
was virtually a solitary confinement. With the emergence of "Glasnost,"
the 92 year old man is said to have been murdered to continue to keep
establishment secrets. Even a lifetime of solitary confinement was better
than the fate that befell the rest of the German leaders.

The Southern army surrendered. Some parts peacefully, other parts were
shot down after they surrendered. Some, like Ouantrill's battalion, were
not allowed to surrender at all. This gave birth to the James gang and
others like it who were outlawed and hunted down one at a time and
killed. The German SS, the larger part made up of volunteers from other
countries, were branded as war criminals en mass.
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Hundreds, If not thousands, were given show trials and executed for
being successful. SS Obersturmbannfueherer Paul-Albert Kausch of
Division "Nordland”, recruited largely from Norway, led his unit of tanks
in the Battle of Berlin until his last tank was lost. Captured by the
communists, he was tried as a war criminal and sentenced to 25 years
hard labour[35]

Ostubaf. Fritz Knoechlein took charge of Regiment "Norge" and fought
bravely against the Soviets invading Estonia.

"After the war Knoechlein came before a British- arranged ‘war crimes'
trial, despite being severely tortured by the British, he refused to confess
to trumped-up charges ... As a result, Knoechlein was found ‘guilty’ and
executed[36]."

War crimes trials were only for officers:–

"‘The young Fleming had several wounds... he had accounted for one last
tank victim, now smouldering a bare 50 yards away. There were 11
burned-out tank hulks on the battlefield within the range of Remi
Schryncn’s field piece[37].’ He received the Knight’s Cross and ‘was
held in brutal captivity’ for 5 years."

Sometimes the trials were held before the war ended:

"The remnants of Panzer Detachment 502 had to pull out so fast that they
left all of their wounded behind - a tragic mistake! The wounded German
prisoners, including the commander of 2nd Company / 502 Panzer,
Oberleutnant Carius, were gathered together by the Soviets. Slowly and
deliberately, commissars went among the German wounded and captured
and began killing them one-by-one with a bullet in the nape of the neck...
later Radio Moscow would broadcast the names of all the ... officers who
had been dispatched at Dunaburg. This was yet another war crime ne-
glected at Nuremberg[38]!" The concept of devastating a kinsman nation,
stealing his land, burning his homes and cities, carting off his wealth,
raping his women, and holding "war crimes" trials for the defeated, is not
a Christian concept.
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Reflection

There arc two kinds of people. The Lawful and the Lawless. The Lawful
obey the Law. The Lawless arc marked for punishment. The punishments
are specified by God and are to be carried out exactly. Failure to do so
guarantees that the outlaw will repeat his offence. Each time the stakes
rise.

Germany was the birthplace of modern-day usury. The usury bankers
wanted the property the king and church owned. Germany was wracked
by the communist revolution of 1848 to take this property. Precautions
were taken against it happening again, but not enough. Germany made
the fatal mistake of allowing the usury system which had financed the
first revolution to remain to finance the second. Germany also allowed
strangers to teach in her universities and train other revolutionaries. The
second revolution broke out in 1918 financed by the very ones who
financed the first. The prize was the same.

The atrocity of World War II was to crush Germany’s recapture of what
had been taken from her after World War I. Her suppression was a repeat
of what had happened to the South and South Africa.

Germany too late learned that the contest was "to the death." She relied
on armed might while ordinary Christians throughout the West, obeying
the Law, would have made the fratricidal war impossible.

History is a learning process. Out of the wreckage of World War II
something new, different, and terrible has entered the scene. Something
learned. Something inevitable.

Notes

1 One can see why no effective help was given the "white" Russian
armies of the Tzar fighting the Bolshevik reds, and why the token
American, British, and French armies sent to Russia were withdrawn
after making their "appearance" and "doing all they could," and why the
invading Polish army which had reached the gates of Moscow was turned
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back for lack of supplies never sent from Britain. The present "privatisa-
tion" of this wealth is just a transfer of stolen wealth without an accounting.

2 Merchant ships having concealed heavy armaments.

3 "If fake witness rise up... Then shall ye do unto him, as he had thought
to have done unto his brother." Deut 19:16-19

4 After Hitler's death, it was found that his entire estate contained an
equivalent of $50,000.

5. Epic, p. 24, Leon Degrelle, IHR, PO Box 1306, Torrance, California
9050.

6. Adolf Hitler’s peace offer (to the British) was generous.... I've seen it
in the German, Swedish, Swiss and American archives ... The offer was
this: Hitler declared that he was prepared to pull his armies out of France,
Holland. Belgium, Norway, Denmark, Poland, and Czechoslovakia - out
of all these territories except of course for the regions which had been
German before and which he had fought the war over. Now that he had
the territories like Alsace and Lorraine back, he was not gong to let them
go. David Irving. Author of Hitler’s War 1939-1942, Hitler’s War 1942-
1945, from Speech to the Clarendon Club, 1990, and printed with permis-
sion.

7. Journal of Historical Review, Volume 8. $4. Winter. 1988/89. PO Box
1306. Torrance, California 90505. $40/yr.

8 Hitler makes a telling point but did not press his advantage. It is doubtful
that he knew that he had made it. Hitler was Roman Catholic. "Western"
Roman Catholics often instinctively know the right thing to do but lack
scriptural training to "prove" their conclusions by scripture and verse. The
point Hitler made was (1) (The king) "shall not... greatly multiply to
himself silver and gold. Deut 17:16-17. (2) "Let him not have ...abundance
of riches... he may grow too proud to submit to the Laws... and If he affect
any such things let him be restrained, lest he become so potent that his
state become inconsistent with your welfare." Antiquities 4:8:17. Christian
scripture frowns on wealthy persons as rulers.
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9 There were incidents of German violations of their code of conduct.
Most were identified and severely punished. As for the accusations of
"millions," no proof has been produced, no evidence The same ones who
accuse Germany accuse both the South and South Africa. Judge the
truthfulness of the accusations by the past truthfulness of the accusers.

10 Institute for Historical Review, 1822 1/2 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa,
California 92627. April 1987. No. 47. p. 6.

11 "Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls
before swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and
rend you”. Matt. 7:6.

12 The Lincoln Murder Conspiracies, William Hanchett, Univ. of Illinois
Press, Chicago, 1983, p. 32

13. The Christian is both king and priest, ("Jesus Christ... hath made us
kings and priests unto God and his Father." Rev 1:5-6). The finder is
entitled to the arms and wealth found with an outlaw when the true owner
cannot be found,

14. The fact is inescapable; the great reputation of Galland was made by
the establishment forcing him to kill more than 100 pilots in single combat,
men who were of his own flesh and blood, and Rommel killed his tens of
thousands in like manner.

15. For this act of heroism, he was imprisoned for five years in the West
after the war.

16. Beadle & Hartmann in The Waffen-SS: Its Divisional Insignia, Key
Publications, 1971.

17. Narva 1944: The Waffen-SS and the Battle for Europe, Bibliophile
Legion Books, Inc. Box 612. Silver Spring, Maryland 209010612

18. Ibid., p. 14.

19 This statement is true compared with Germany’s opponents. Most allied
leaders (with certain notable and celebrated exceptions) sent their men to
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die while they themselves remained in safety. Casualties among the leaders
of both Confederate and South African armies, however, were as high as
the German. They always will be when a nation's leaders lead.

20. Epic, The Story of the Waffen SS, from a video by Leon Dcgrelle,
Institute for Historical Review.

21. After the war Degrelle's family received special attention from the
Allies. His wife and parents were arrested, brutalized, thrown into jail,
where all died. The names of his eight children were changed and they
were scattered in orphanages, reform schools and homes for the retarded
all across Europe. Campaign In Russia, Degrelle, p. The IHR. PO Box
1306, Torrance, California 90505.

22. Ravishing women of conquered Europe.

23. Times Magazine, April 1, 1966.

24. Nord America, Dec. 6, 1945, p. 1.

25. NC Report October 18, 1945, Rev Bernard Griffin, British Archbishop.

26 The Japanese were confined in America at the same time even though
they had not been armed, had not attacked Americans, and had not been
encouraged to civil disobedience,

27 Other Losses, p. xii. James Bacque, Stoddart Publishing Co., 34 Lesmill
Rd., Toronto. Canada. M3B 2T6,1989.

28 Ibid xx-xxi

29 The 29th Division hit Normandy and suffered heavily. Much of it came
from the Lynchburg area and surrounding counties, and was never charged
with any such breech of proper conduct.

30 The Leuchter Report, Samisdat Publishers Ltd., 206 Carlton Street,
Toronto Ontario, Canada M5A 2L1, $25/copy.

31 This is why Holocaust is now called the 'Holohoax.'
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32 Inside the Auschwitz Gas Chambers. Fred A. Leuchter, IHR, 1822 1/2
Newport Blvd.. Suite 191, Costa Mesa, CA 92627.

33 “Take care that you do nothing that is cruel; and when you are engaged
in a siege - do not you render the land naked by cutting down trees that
bear fruit, but spare them as considering that they were made for the
benefit of men." Josephus, Antiquities 4:8:42. (2) "Treat those that are
esteemed our enemies with moderation; for he doth not allow us to set
their country on fire — He hath also provided for such as are taken captive
that they may not be injured, and especially that the women may not be
abused." Josephus, Against Apion, 2:30.

34 The few refugees who managed to escape the bombing were later
strafed on the roads outside the city by Tighter planes sent to follow up
the bombings.

35 Narva 1944. Richard landwehr, p. 103, Bibliophile Upon Books. Inc,
P. O. Box 612, Silver Spring. Maryland 20901-0612
36 Ibid.. p. 58

37 Ibid p. 105

38 Ibid p. 113
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